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Extract 1

Should you ever criticise teenagers
for what they wear?
Elizabeth Lauten – a Congressional PR
spinner - lost her job in November
2014 for questioning the dress sense
of President Obama's daughters.
Lauten wrote in a post that Malia, 16,
and Sasha, 13, should have shown
more “class” at November’s annual
White House turkey pardoning
ceremony.
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“Act like being in the White House matters to you,” Lauten wrote. “Dress like you deserve
respect, not a spot at a bar. And certainly don’t make faces during televised public events.”
Franklyn Addo: What kind of 'class' was Lauten referring to?
Young people disproportionately receive the kind of criticism Elizabeth Lauten offered of
Sasha and Malia Obama. What we do, how we speak and how we dress are always the
objects of scrutiny. Lauten's comments are part of a tradition of youth being caricatured as
deviant. But they also contain problematic implications about race, gender and class. When
Lauten urged the girls to "try showing a little class", precisely which sort of "class" does she
refer to?
Unfortunately society is based overwhelmingly on white, male, middle-class values which
have conferred supremacy and formed a consensus. Every departure from what has been
asserted as "proper" and "fitting" from that very specific standpoint is dismissed as
aberrant, and is ridiculed and subordinated.
Peggy McIntosh described one of the facets of white privilege as being able to dress and
behave however she wanted without her individual conduct being seen as reflective of her
entire race. Indeed, Lauten's commentary brought forth the narrative that black and ethnic
minority people aren't able to dress and behave "properly" when finally given prestigious
opportunities like presidency.
Ultimately, teenagers should not be criticised for the way they dress. Universal impositions
about what is "respectable" attire or "appropriate" conduct compromise individual
autonomy. It places people in difficult positions: they must forfeit their personal convictions
and desires in order to appease society or choose to defy the status quo and unrepentantly
be themselves at the risk of being misjudged and even mistreated. I firmly choose the
latter.
The policing of the attire of young people also leads to problematic situations. What young
women wear becomes more important than teaching men that they are not entitled to
women's bodies, for instance. Another example is the disproportionate suspicion given to
and police targeting of black men in tracksuits, whereas their white counterparts are more
likely to be seen as joggers.
Making hasty judgments about people is learned in society together with imposed
"universal" values. We must strive to decondition ourselves from this damaging habit.

http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/dec/02/teenagers-what-they-wear-elizabeth-lauten-sasha-malia-obama
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Extract 2
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Questions
Re-read extract 1. Answer the questions
below.
1.

Summarise in your own words Lauten’s views on the
Obama girls’ outfits, from lines 0 – 12.
(2)

2.

Identify an example of negative language used to describe
teenagers from lines 14 - 21
(1)

3.

Explain the values by which teenagers are often judged lines
19 – 22.
(1)

4.

In your own words, explain Peggy MacIntosh’s view of ‘white
privilege’.
(2)

5.

Analyse how the writer uses language and structure to
conveys her views on teen fashion.
(8)
Support your views with detailed reference to the text.

Re-read extract 2. Answer the questions
below.

8.

9.

7.

Identify the reason for teenagers being sensitive to
appearance and body image from lines 0 – 7 (1)

8.

Identify two symptoms of a low body image from
lines 8 – 9 .
(2)

9.

Analyse how the writer uses language and structure to
inform the reader.
(8)
Support your views with detailed reference to the text.

Compare how the writers of Extract 1 and Extract 2 present ideas on the
body image and appearance
Support your answer with detailed references to the texts.
(12)

Write a conversation between two teenage friends discussing the criticism Obama girls’ fashion sense.
You could include details on:
- attitudes to teenage fashion
- issues of body image and appearance
- wider issues of health
(25)

OR
10.

Write an informal article for a magazine discussing teen views on fashion and body image. You could
include details on:
- teen fashion issues
- issues of body image and appearance
- ideas for creating a positive image for teenagers
(25)

